
 

Rivers of rock
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Credits: NASA/GSFC/Arizona State University

The Moon may not have ever had liquid water on its surface — despite
the use of the term mare, Latin for “sea” and moniker for the large
regions of darker material visible from Earth — but liquid did indeed
flow on the Moon in ages past… liquid rock, briefly set loose by the
impacts that formed its ubiquitous craters.

When large meteorites impacted the Moon, crust at the site would melt
and get flung outwards, flowing downhill as rivers of rock and creating
streams and pools of melted material before cooling and solidifying.
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There the rivers would remain, a permanently-hardened testament to the
event that made them.

The image above, part of a NAC scan acquired by NASA’s Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter on March 9, shows a solidified melt flow dating
back to the creation of Tycho crater approximately 108 million years ago
–which may sound like a long time but it’s actually very recent for large-
scale lunar features.

  
 

  

The flow is interrupted by a younger, 400-meter-wide crater that
impacted the lunar surface along its length. Since it punches through the
melt flow as well as the local surface, it would be a great place for future
astronaut geologists to explore!

Taken under slightly different lighting conditions, the image below
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shows a large melt pond that the flow above terminates in. The pond is
about 4500 meters long by 2100 meters across (2.8 x 1.3 miles).

Such images wouldn’t be possible without the awesome Lunar
Reconnaissance Orbiter. Launched on June 18, 2009, LRO explores the 
lunar surface from an altitude of only 50 km (31 miles).

  More information: lroc.sese.asu.edu/news/index.p … f-
Rock.html#extended
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